**MAPWAREHOUSE LIBRARY OF GEODATA**

Digital Elevation  
Floodplain  
Moraine Groundwater  
Ontario Base Mapping  
Orthophoto  
Teranet Parcel  
LIDAR  
Satellite Imagery
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**FIRST BASE SOLUTIONS**

First Base Solutions (FBS) delivers high-quality geospatial data and custom mapping solutions to organizations across North America. Visualizing complex information using orthophoto and spatial data enables organizations to save time and money by efficiently managing projects, offering superior service, and outpacing the competition with improved day-to-day decision-making. FBS caters to organizations with diverse mapping needs, technical experience, and budgets.

140 Renfrew Drive, Suite 100  
Markham, Ontario  L3R 0B3  
Canada

General Inquiries: info@firstbasesolutions.com  
Sales: sales@firstbasesolutions.com  
Technical Support: support@firstbasesolutions.com  
Add Your Data: partnership@firstbasesolutions.com
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**VuMAP**

Work Made Easy

View geographic data, query the map for more information, measure ground features you see in the imagery and report on your research using this feature-packed online mapping application. Compare imagery year over year and research land information from anywhere with just an internet connection.

**MapWarehouse**

Delivering Data That Delivers Results

Search for data on our online data store, select files covering your location, download your order, and work with aerial imagery and geographic data saved locally. Use the interactive map to locate your area of interest and purchase geo-data easily and quickly with a credit card.

**MapCast**

Imagery on Demand

Connect to a high-resolution aerial imagery mosaic, base layer and elevation contours served directly to your CAD or GIS workstation. Just as you would connect to data stored locally, Bandwidth beyond pricing allows your team to use MapCast as little or as much as you need.
MapWarehouse, presented by First Base Solutions, is Ontario’s largest geospatial data marketplace, delivering a comprehensive repository of high-quality imagery and spatial data to your fingertips. With MapWarehouse’s growing coverage and expanding data collection, you always get the most up-to-date and relevant data for your project.

**MAPWAREHOUSE BENEFITS**

**Provide A Unique Advantage**
Effective visual communication, location intelligence, plus enhanced productivity makes your company stand out above the competition.

**Improve Day-to-Day Business Decisions**
Accurate, up-to-date, and readily-available information enables your team to make informed decisions based on reliable data.

**Enhance Project Accuracy**
Layer your own business data over our high resolution orthophoto base layer to view your work site in context and gain a clearer understanding of the tasks ahead.
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**SEARCH**
the map for geospatial data covering your area of interest.

**SELECT**
tiles of high resolution imagery, parcel boundaries, DEMs, and more.

**DOWNLOAD**
and save the data you ordered to your local data library immediately.

**WORK**
with combinations of FBS imagery and data, then add your own work on top.